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Abstract: (1) Background. Obesity is a well-established worldwide recognised risk factor for atrial
fibrillation (AF). Prior review papers reported on the associations between obesity and AF develop-
ment, but not on the relation between obesity and atrial electrophysiology. We therefore conducted a
systematic review to describe the current knowledge of the characteristics of the atrial electrophysio-
logical substrate in obese individuals and how they relate to the development of AF. (2) Methods.
A search was conducted in Pubmed, Embase, and the Cochrane Library for publications evaluat-
ing the impact of obesity on atrial electrophysiology, electrical substrates, and their relation to the
development of AF. (3) Results. A systematic literature search retrieved 477 potential publications
based on the inclusion criteria; 76 full-text articles were selected for the present systematic review.
The literature demonstrated that obesity predisposes to not only a higher AF incidence but also to
more extensive atrial electrophysiological abnormalities increasing susceptibility to AF development.
(4) Conclusion. Obesity may predispose to an overall increase in atrial electropathology, consisting
of an increase in the slowing of the conduction, conduction block, low-voltage areas, and complex
fractionated electrograms. To determine the impact of obesity-induced atrial electrical abnormalities
on the long-term clinical outcome, further prospective studies are mandatory.

Keywords: obesity; atrial fibrillation; electrophysiology

1. Introduction

Obesity is a well-established worldwide recognised risk factor for atrial fibrillation
(AF) [1–4]. The link between obesity and the development of AF includes common risk
factors (e.g., metabolic syndrome [4,5] and coronary artery disease [6]), as well as atrial
substrate modifiers (e.g., epicardial adipose tissue (EAT) [7–17], hypoxia [18,19], and fibrotic
remodelling of the subepicardium [20,21])). The proarrhythmogenic substrate of obesity
is associated with left atrial (LA) size [10,22–25], increased inflammation, oxidative stress
through elevated reactive oxygen species (ROS), and autonomic dysregulation mediated by
increased adipocytokines and proinflammatory cytokines [19]. EAT is an endocrine organ
and a source of proinflammatory cytokines including TNF-α, IL-1, IL-6, the monocyte
chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), and profibrotic factors such as transforming growth
factors (TGFs) and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) acting in a paracrine way on the
myocardium [26]. Figure 1 shows how these molecules diffused in the pericardial sac
contribute to the structural remodelling of the atria [26].

The increased body mass index (BMI) was associated with atrial electrophysiological
modifications including conduction [6,27–37] and potential voltage abnormalities [29,30,38–40],
as well as the presence of fractionated electrograms [15,41–43]. Furthermore, obesity was linked
to the development of a new onset [44–49], post-operative AF [6,38,44,50–54], with influence
on AF ablation procedure outcomes [55–66].
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Figure 1. Role of epicardial fat in the development of AF. MMP, matrix metalloproteinase; TNF,
tumour necrosis factor; MCP, monocyte chemoattractant protein; ROS, reactive oxygen species.

The association between obesity and AF development has been presented in several
review papers [1–3,5,16,19,21,46,51,66–71] in the past; however, a literature review report-
ing on obesity-related atrial electrophysiological abnormalities and their contribution to
AF development is still missing. We therefore conducted a systematic review to describe
the current knowledge regarding the characteristics of atrial electrophysiology in obese
individuals and how they relate to development of AF.

2. Materials and Methods

The reporting of this systematic review was guided by the standards of the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) Statement [72]. The
review was also submitted for registration in the PROSPERO International prospective
register of systematic reviews (ID: 444962). The search was conducted in PubMed, Embase,
and Medline Library for publications evaluating the impact of obesity (BMI) on atrial
electrophysiology and the electrical substrate and how it relates to the development of AF.
The search terms included: “Heart Conduction System” or “atrial conduction abnormality”
or “atrial conduction abnormal” OR “conduction abnormalities” or “low voltage area” or
“low voltage” or “complex fractionated potential” or “fractionat” or “fragment” or “CFAE”
or “CFE” or “AF nest” or “CEA” or “atrial mapping” or “conduction delay” or “conduction
block” or “Heart Atria” or “Interatrial Block” or “Heart Block” or “Epicardial Mapping” or
“Electrophysiology” or “Cardiac Electrophysiology” or “Catheter Ablation” AND “Atrial
Fibrillation” AND “Interatrial Block” AND “Heart Block” AND “Epicardial Mapping”
AND “Electrophysiology” or “Cardiac Electrophysiology” AND “Catheter Ablation” AND
“Obesity” AND “Adipose Tissue” AND “Adipocytes”.
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No language restriction was imposed. In addition, a manual search through the
reference list was performed for original and review publications.

2.1. Inclusion Criteria

Eligible studies met the following criteria:
Human subjects
Animal subjects
Clear definition of normal and elevated BMI (BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2)
Atrial endocardial and epicardial mapping procedures
Atrial electrophysiological abnormalities in obese patients
Atrial fibrillation pre/post-operative
AF burden in obese patients
Catheter ablation for AF
Publications failing to meet the above-mentioned criteria were excluded from the review.

2.2. Study Selection

All titles were independently screened by two investigators, including the titles and
abstracts of the identified articles. Relevant full-text publications were investigated to
determine their eligibility. A consensual agreement was reached.

2.3. Quality Assessment

Study quality was assessed following the key study design components recommended
by the MOOSE Group [72]. The key points included: (1) the study was prospective; (2)
clear inclusion and exclusion description criteria; (3) study sample was representative
of the population; (4) clear definition of elevated BMI; (4) clear description of mapping
procedure; (5) clear description of electrophysiological abnormalities and how they relate
to BMI; (6) description of the type of AF and moment of occurrence; (7) clear definition
of outcomes and outcome assessment; and (8) proper adjustment for confounding factors
for elevated versus normal BMI categories for AF occurrence. One point was attributed
to each article that contained at least one key point. The articles that contained less than 8
key points were considered to be suboptimal due to the potential underestimation of the
reported characteristics.

3. Results

The systematic literature search retrieved 477 potential publications for inclusion.
Figure 2 shows a flow chart depicting the study selection procedure. Following thorough
screening of the titles and abstracts of the potentially relevant literature, 351 articles were
excluded based on relevance. The literature lacking abstracts, editorials, letters to the editor,
case reports, and duplicates were further excluded from the study (N = 28). Finally, the
literature describing the medication trials and the presence of obstructive sleep apnoea were
also excluded (N = 25). The remaining 76 articles were included in the systematic review.
The relevant literature for atrial electrophysiological abnormalities, including conduction
and voltage abnormalities, as well as presence of complex fractionated electrograms, is
depicted in Table 1.
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Figure 2. PRISMA flow chart depicting literature selection. n = number of articles. Figure 2. PRISMA flow chart depicting literature selection. n = number of articles.
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Table 1. Literature overview describing atrial electrophysiological abnormalities.

Atrial Electrophysiological
Abnormalities Author Title Type of Study Research Methods

Conduction abnormalities

Schram-Serban, C., et al. [6]
Heterogeneity in Conduction Underlies

Obesity-Related Atrial Fibrillation
Vulnerability

Human

Epicardial high resolution mapping.
In obese patients, the overall incidence of CD (3.1% vs.

2.6%; p = 0.002), CB (1.8% vs. 1.2%; p < 0.001), and cCDCB
(2.6% versus 1.9%; p < 0.001) was higher and CD (p = 0.012)

and cCDCB (p < 0.001) lines were longer.

Hohl, M., et al. [27]

Concomitant Obesity and Metabolic
Syndrome Add to the Atrial

Arrhythmogenic Phenotype in Male
Hypertensive Rats

Experimental
(Muridae)

Telemetric monitoring
(implantation of telemetric sensors)

Increase in total atrial activation time and percentage of
regions with slow conduction during rapid pacing.
Longer-induced AF episodes in the obese group.

Okumura, Y., et al. [28] Effects of a high-fat diet on the electrical
properties of porcine atria

Experimental
(Suidae)

Endocardial mapping.
ERPs of the pulmonary vein were shorter (p < 0.05), and AF
lasted longer in the high fat diet group than in the control

group (80 (45–1350) vs. 22 (3–30) s, p = 0.0212).

Mahajan, R., et al. [30]
Electroanatomical Remodeling of the
Atria in Obesity: Impact of Adjacent

Epicardial Fat
Human

Endocardial mapping
Obesity was associated with reduced global conduction
velocity (0.86 ± 0.31 m/s vs. 1.26 ± 0.29 m/s; p < 0.001),

increased fractionation (54 ± 17% vs. 25 ± 10%; p < 0.001),
and regional alteration in voltage (p < 0.001). Greater

voltage heterogeneity (p = 0.001) and increased low-voltage
areas (13.9% vs. 3.4%; p < 0.001) in the obese group.

Mahajan, R., et al. [29]
Electrophysiological, Electroanatomical,
and Structural Remodeling of the Atria
as Consequences of Sustained Obesity

Experimental
(Ovis)

Endocardial mapping
Chronically obese sheep demonstrated increased

conduction heterogeneity (p < 0.001); increased fractionated
electrograms (p < 0.001); decreased posterior LA voltage

(p < 0.001); and increased voltage heterogeneity (p < 0.001).
Obesity was associated with more episodes (p = 0.02),

prolongation (p = 0.01), and greater cumulative duration
(p = 0.02) of AF.

Munger, T.M., et al. [31]
Electrophysiological and hemodynamic
characteristics associated with obesity in

patients with atrial fibrillation
Human

Endocardial mapping
At a 600 ms pacing cycle length, obese patients had a

shorter effective refractory period (ERP) in the left atrium
(251 ± 25 ms vs. 233 ± 32 ms, p = 0.04), and in the proximal

(207 ± 33 ms vs. 248 ± 34 ms, p < 0.001) and distal
(193 ± 33 ms vs. 248 ± 44 ms, p < 0.001) PV than normal

BMI patients.
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Table 1. Cont.

Atrial Electrophysiological
Abnormalities Author Title Type of Study Research Methods

Nalliah, C.J., et al. [32] Epicardial Adipose Tissue Accumulation
Confers Atrial Conduction Abnormality Human

High-density epicardial electrophysiological mapping
Higher local epicardial adipose tissue volume clinically
correlated with slowed conduction, greater electrogram

fractionation, and increased fibrosis. Cardiomyocyte culture
studies using multielectrode arrays showed that cardiac

adipose tissue-secreted factors slowed conduction velocity.

Temiz, F., et al. [33] Evaluation of Atrial Electromechanical
Delay in Children with Obesity Human

Transthoracic echo and tissue Doppler echocardiography.
Obese patients had significantly lengthened P wave on

surface ECG to the beginning of the late diastolic wave (PA)
lateral, PA septum, and intra- and inter-atrial

electromechanical delays when compared with the control
group (p < 0.001, p = 0.001, p < 0.001, and

p < 0.001, respectively).

Vaidean, G.D., et al. [34]
Atrial electrocardiography in obesity

and hypertension: Clinical insights from
the Polish-Norwegian Study (PONS).

Human

Digital standard 12-lead resting ECG.
Each 5-unit increment in the body mass index (BMI) increased
P wave duration by 1.9 ms (95% CI 1.5–2.2) and PR interval

by 2.4 ms (95% CI 1.9–3.0), with similar trends for central
obesity, even among those without obesity by BMI.

Lin, Y.K., et al. [36]

Adipocytes modulate the
electrophysiology of atrial myocytes:

implications in obesity-induced
atrial fibrillation

Experimental
(Leporidae)

Whole-cell patch clamp.
Compared to the control LA myocytes (n = 22), LA myocytes

incubated with epicardial (n = 17), retrosternal (n = 18), or
abdominal adipocytes (n = 22) had longer (80 ± 3, 109 ± 6,

109 ± 6, and 110 ± 7 ms, p < 0.001) 90% AP durations
(APD(90)). Epicardial adipocyte-incubated LA myocytes had

larger late sodium currents, L-type calcium currents, and
transient outward potassium currents, but smaller delayed
rectifier potassium and inward rectifier potassium currents

than the control LA myocytes.

Friedman, D.J., et al. [73]
Pericardial fat is associated with atrial

conduction: the Framingham
Heart Study

Human

Standard 12-lead resting ECG.
Each 1-SD increase in pericardial fat was significantly

associated with PR interval (β = 1.7 ms, p = 0.049), P-duration
(β = 2.3 ms, p < 0.001), and P-terminal (β = 297 µV·ms, p <

0.001) among women; and P-duration (β = 1.2 ms, p = 0.002),
P-amplitude (β = -2.5 µV, p < 0. 001), and P-terminal (β = 160

µV·ms, p = 0.002) among men.

Magnani, J.W., et al. [74]
P wave indices, obesity, and the

metabolic syndrome: the atherosclerosis
risk in communities study

Human

Standard 12-lead resting ECG.
In multivariable analyses, there was significant, progressive
increases in PR interval, P wave maximum duration, and P

wave terminal force with BMI 25–30 kg/m2 and
BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2 compared to the

reference group < 25 kg/m2 (p < 0.0001 in trends for all P
wave indices).
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Table 1. Cont.

Atrial Electrophysiological
Abnormalities Author Title Type of Study Research Methods

Liu, T., et al. [75] Effect of obesity on P wave parameters
in a Chinese population Human

Standard 12-lead resting ECG.
P(max) (111.9 +/− 9.3 vs. 101.1 +/− 6.0 ms, p < 0.01) and P

wave duration and dispersion (P(d)) (47.9 +/− 9.3 vs.
31.8 +/− 6.9 ms, p < 0.01) were significantly prolonged in the

obese group. P(min) was similar between the two groups.
The prevalence of the inter-atrial block was significantly

greater in the obese subjects. Pearson’s correlation analysis
showed that there were positive correlations between P(d)

and BMI (r = 0.6, p < 0.001), as well as between P(d) and the
left atrial diameter (r = 0.366, p < 0.05)

Babcock, M.J., et al. [76]
Pericardial fat and atrial conduction

abnormalities in the Multiethnic Study
of Atherosclerosis (MESA).

Human

Standard 12-lead resting ECG.
All P wave indexes were significantly associated with

pericardial fat (Pfat) in unadjusted analyses. After
demographics adjustment, P-duration (1.68 (0.87, 2.49)) and

P-terminal (0.16 (0.04, 0.28)), but not PR-duration (1.11 (−0.52,
2.74)) were associated with Pfat. No associations were

significant after adjustment for BMI, waist circumference, or
cardiovascular disease risk factors.

Voltage abnormalities

Mahajan, R., et al. [30]
Electroanatomical Remodeling of the
Atria in Obesity: Impact of Adjacent

Epicardial Fat
Human Endocardial mapping

(See above)

Schram-Serban, C., et al. [38]
Low-voltage potentials contribute to

postoperative atrial fibrillation
development in obese patients

Human

Epicardial high resolution mapping.
Compared with nonobese patients, obese patients have

potentials with lower voltages (median of medians) (4.5 mV
[0.4–16.2 mV] vs. 5.5 mV [0.8–18.0 mV]; p < 0.001), especially

at Bachmann’s Bundle (4.1 mV [0.4–12.3 mV] vs. 6.2 mV
[1.0–14.3 mV]; p < 0.001) and left atrium

(5.1 mV [0.5–10.1 mV] vs. 6.2 mV [0.8–15.9 mV]; p = 0.003).
The percentage of low-voltage potentials was higher in obese

(median 3.6% [0.0–77.1%]) than in nonobese (median 2.3%
[0.0–57.9%]) patients (p < 0.001).

Klein, C., et al. [39]

Left atrial epicardial adipose tissue
radiodensity is associated with

electrophysiological properties of atrial
myocardium in patients with

atrial fibrillation

Human

Endocardial mapping.
Patients with left atrial (LA) low-voltage zones (LVZ)

presented significantly lower LA epicardial adipose tissue
radiodensity than patients with no LA-LVZ

(−101.8 ± 12.5 HU vs. −90.4 ± 6.3 HU, p = 0.004).

Mahajan, R., et al. [29]
Electrophysiological, Electroanatomical,
and Structural Remodeling of the Atria
as Consequences of Sustained Obesity

Experimental
(Ovis)

Endocardial mapping
(See above)
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Table 1. Cont.

Atrial Electrophysiological
Abnormalities Author Title Type of Study Research Methods

Lin, Y.K., et al. [36]

Adipocytes modulate the
electrophysiology of atrial myocytes:

implications in obesity-induced
atrial fibrillation

Experimental
(Leporidae)

Whole-cell patch clamp
(See above)

O’Connell, R.P., et al. [40]

Free Fatty Acid Effects on the Atrial
Myocardium: Membrane Ionic Currents

Are Remodeled by the Disruption of
T-Tubular Architecture

Experimental
(Ovis)

Isolated myocytes using the Langendorff retrograde
perfusion method.

Stearic acid disrupts t-tubular architecture and remodels
properties of membrane ionic currents in sheep atrial

myocytes.

Complex fractionated
electrograms

Okumura, Y., et al. [28] Effects of a high-fat diet on the electrical
properties of porcine atria

Experimental
(Suidae)

Endocardial mapping.
Effective refractory periods of the pulmonary vein (PV) were

shorter (p < 0.05), and AF lasted longer in the high fat diet
group than in the control group (80 (45–1350) vs. 22 (3–30) s, p

= 0.0212).

Mahajan, R., et al. [30]
Electroanatomical Remodeling of the
Atria in Obesity: Impact of Adjacent

Epicardial Fat
Human Endocardial mapping.

(See above)

Mahajan, R., et al. [29]
Electrophysiological, Electroanatomical,
and Structural Remodeling of the Atria
as Consequences of Sustained Obesity

Experimental
(Ovis)

Endocardial mapping.
(See above)

Kanazawa, H., et al. [42]
Importance of pericardial fat in the

formation of complex fractionated atrial
electrogram region in atrial fibrillation

Human

Endocardial mapping.
Total cardiac pericardial fat (PF) volume correlated with AF
(odds ratio [OR]: 1.024, p < 0.001). Total cardiac PF volume

and total CFAE area were both independently associated with
persistence of AF (OR: 1.018, p = 0.018, OR: 1.144, p = 0.002,

respectively). Multivariate linear regression analysis
identified total cardiac PF volume as a significant and
independent determinant of total CFAE area (r = 0.488,

p < 0.001). Regional PF volume correlated with local CFAE
area in each LA area.
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3.1. Obesity and Conduction Abnormalities

Atrial conduction abnormalities are by far the most investigated electrophysiological
characteristic related to elevated BMI [27–36,48,73–75]. Conduction abnormalities were
investigated by evaluating the P wave duration and morphology [33,34,73–76]. Friedman
et al. investigated the relation between the presence of epicardial fat and atrial conduction
describing P wave indices (PWI) in a community-based (N = 1946; 45% female) population.
These PWI included PR interval, P wave duration, P wave amplitude, P wave area, and
P wave terminal force. The main outcome of this study showed that pericardial fat was
associated with atrial conduction as measured by the PWI [73]. P wave duration and P
wave terminal force were significantly correlated with pericardial fat, whilst PR interval
was associated with BMI. Correlations were, however, mild or moderate in magnitude [73].
As part of the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study, Magnani et al. inves-
tigated the impact of obesity and metabolic syndrome on electrophysiological properties
by analysing the alteration of P wave indices in the resting 12-lead ECG. Secondly, they
sought to distinguish the racial differences of the impact of obesity and metabolic syn-
drome on P wave indices [74]. The study showed that higher BMI was associated with
progressively longer PR intervals, P wave maximum durations, and larger P wave terminal
forces. These findings remained significant after adjusting for demographic, clinical, and
metabolic covariates [74]. Similar findings were previously presented by Babcock et al. in
the Multicentric Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) which reported that increased BMI was
also associated with the prolongation of P wave indices after adjusting for age, gender,
ethnicity, and pericardial fat [76]. However, the MESA study’s investigation of BMI and
P wave indices did not adjust for clinical variables [74] compared to the ARIC study. Fur-
thermore, Vaidean et al. demonstrated that a 5-unit increase in BMI lead to a progressive
increase in ECG indices, including increased P wave duration by 1.9 ms (95% CI 1.5–2.2)
and PR interval by 2.4 ms (95% CI 1.9–3.0) [33].

P wave prolongation and electromechanical delay were also investigated in children
with obesity by Temiz et al. [33]. Compared to healthy controls, time interval from the onset
of the P wave on the surface ECG to the start of the late diastolic wave interval septal, in
addition to the inter- and intra-atrial electromechanical delays assessed by tissue Doppler
echocardiography, which were prolonged in obese patients [33].

The impact of obesity on atrial conduction abnormalities has also been investigated
by utilizing endocardial mapping procedures [28–31] in either human [29,31] or animal
studies [28,30].

Munger et al. investigated electrophysiological and hemodynamic features in 63
(44 obese and 19 nonobese) patients enrolled for catheter-based radiofrequency pulmonary
vein isolation procedure for drug-refractory AF [31]. Endocardial mapping showed that
obese patients with AF had slower conduction from the left atrium (LA) into the pulmonary
vein [31]. Moreover, obese patients had a shorter effective refractory period in the LA
and proximal and distal pulmonary veins compared to normal BMI patients [31]. Similar
findings on the slowing of the conduction were presented by Mahajan et al. in a group of
26 (16 obese and 10 nonobese) patients undergoing electroanatomical mapping of the LA
prior to AF ablation therapy [29]. In this patient group, obesity was associated with global
reduction in conduction velocity in the LA [29]. Moreover, obesity was associated with
increase in all measures of EAT, with predominant distribution adjacent to the posterior
LA and the atrioventricular groove [29]. EAT was also better correlated with conduction
velocity in the LA compared to BMI [29]. The authors therefore concluded that obesity is
associated with electroanatomical remodelling of the atria, with the electrophysiological
changes being more pronounced in regions adjacent to the epicardial fat depots, which
suggested a role of fat depots in the development of the AF substrate.

Animal studies of high-fat diet-induced obesity also provided insights into the relation-
ship between conduction abnormalities and obesity [28,30]. Mahajan et al. investigated the
development of AF-related structural and electrophysiological substrates in a calorie-dense
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diet-fed sheep model. The outcomes of this study showed that chronically obese sheep had
more total body fat, larger LA volume, and higher LA and pulmonary artery pressure, in
addition to reduced atrial conduction velocity with increased conduction heterogeneity [30].
Obesity was also associated with increased and prolonged AF episodes; hence, a larger
cumulative duration of AF episodes [30]. Alternatively, in a high-fat diet porcine model,
Okumura et al. found that despite shorter effective refractory periods in the pulmonary
veins, a high fat diet induced no conduction disturbance in the atria. However, the sheep
enrolled in the study by Mahajan et al. were fed a high calorie diet for 32 weeks, compared
to only 18 weeks for the pigs presented by Okumura et al.

Epicardial mapping procedures have also been applied for the characterisation of the
atrial substrate in obese human [6,32] and animal models [27,36,48]. Schram-Serban et al.
investigated the difference in severity and extensiveness of conduction disorders in obese
(N = 106) patients, which was compared to nonobese (N = 106) patients and measured at
a high-resolution scale. This study showed that the overall incidence in the conduction
delay, conduction block, and continuous areas of conduction delay or block was higher
in obese individuals, compared to patients with normal BMI [6]. These findings were
particularly significant in Bachmann’s bundle and the pulmonary vein areas. In addition,
obese patients had a higher incidence of early, de novo post-operative AF [6]. Though BMI
was an independent predictor for the development of post-operative AF, the multivariate
analysis showed that the associated risk factors, include hypertension, hyperlipidaemia,
and left atrial enlargement, were also independently associated with AF occurrence [6].

Similar findings were observed by Nallilah et al. in a study investigating the role
of EAT on the atrial electrical substrate underlying AF in 19 patients who enrolled for
coronary artery bypass grafting surgery and in whom right atrial high density epicardial
mapping was performed [32]. A higher local EAT volume correlated with slowed atrial
conduction and conduction heterogeneity [32].

In the high calorie fed sheep model, Abed et al. observed a decrease in conduction
velocity, and an increase in conduction heterogeneity, AF inducibility, and episodes [48].

3.2. Obesity and Low-Voltage Areas

Low-potential voltages are most commonly considered a marker for atrial fibrosis [77].
Fibrosis is a known risk factor for AF development [78] and is also more pronounced in
patients with AF [78].

Low-voltage areas in the atria have been described in obese patients [29,38,39], obesity
animal models [30], or in experimental studies by using whole-cell patch clamp tech-
niques [36,40]. In 16 obese compared to nonobese patients, endocardial mapping of the
LA during sinus rhythm prior to AF ablation therapy revealed significantly lower mean
potential voltages in the posterior LA walls in obese patients. In the LA, the incidence
of low-voltage potentials was significantly higher in the obese (13.9%) compared to the
nonobese patients (3.4%) [29].

A more comprehensive approach for defining the incidence and extent of low-voltage
atrial areas in obese patients is presented by Schram-Serban et al. during high-resolution
epicardial mapping of 212 patients (106 obese vs. 106 nonobese) undergoing cardiac
surgery [38]. The overall incidence of low-voltage potentials was significantly higher in
obese compared to nonobese patients with a predilection for the LA and BB [38]. Low-
voltage areas were predominantly found at BB [38]. Moreover, this study also showed that
both BMI and the percentage of low-voltage areas were independently associated with the
development of early post-operative AF as well as the presence of hypertension and left
atrial enlargement [38].

The influence of obesity on the occurrence of atrial low-voltage areas has also been
demonstrated in animal models [30]. Endocardial electroanatomical mapping studies
during sinus rhythm, demonstrated in a calorie-dense diet fed ovine models a significant
reduction in potential voltages in the posterior LA area [30]. Moreover, this study also
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showed an increase in regional voltage heterogeneity in the obese animals, as compared to
the control animals [30].

3.3. Obesity and Atrial Complex Fractionated Electrograms

Complex fractionated electrograms (CFAEs) are defined as, e.g., continuous atrial electro-
gram activity, complex fractionated potentials, or simply atrial electrograms with short mean
cycle lengths [79]. CFAEs are believed to indicate areas of conduction slowing or blocks, an-
chor points for continuous re-entry, locations bordering high-frequency sites where fibrillatory
conduction and wave breaks occur, overlap or multiple activation waves, or sites of autonomic
innervation [79]. Identification of CFAEs therefore provides supplemental information on the
extent of electrical remodelling. A clear description of the extensiveness of CFAEs in obese
individuals in the current literature is still limited [28–30,42].

When performing electroanatomical mapping of the LA during sinus rhythm in
patients with AF, more complex fractionated potentials and double potentials were found
in obese patients compared with nonobese patients [29]. CFAE were also stronger correlated
with LA EAT than BMI [29].

Also, in the obesity sheep model, electroanatomical mapping of both atria performed
during sinus rhythm showed that the LA contained more fractionated and long double po-
tentials compared to the right atrium in both the obese and nonobese groups [30]. However,
the incidence of double potential and/or fractionated potentials was significantly higher in
obese compared to nonobese sheep [30]. Alternatively, Okumura et al. constructed CFAE
maps during induced-AF of both atria in a small group of 10 (5 obese vs. 5 nonobese) pigs.
These maps showed that the spatial distribution of CFAE was similar in both groups [28].
However, induced-AF was only sustained in three out of five pigs in the nonobese group.

Kanazawa et al. also investigated the link between pericardial fat and CFAEs in the
development of AF. Pericardial fat volume was assessed using CT imaging and CFAE
regions were mapped during AF using three-dimensional endocardial mapping of the
LA [42]. Pericardial fat was most pronounced at the roof, interatrial septum, and the
posterior LA wall. The pericardial fat areas at the roof and anterior LA were significantly
larger than at the lateral, septal, and posterior LA [42]. The author therefore concluded
that the regional distribution of pericardial fat volume was similar to that of CFAE areas,
resulting in a significant correlation between the total LA pericardial fat volume and total
CFAE area, particularly in the LA roof area [42].

3.4. Obesity, Conduction Abnormalities, and Development of Early Post-Operative AF (EPOAF)

Previous studies have demonstrated that BMI, a measure of overall adiposity, is a
strong, independently associated factor with not only AF but also PoAF [31,53,80–82]. In a
meta-analysis by Phan et al., the association between obesity and PoAF in patients without
previous history of AF showed that obesity was associated with a significant risk of PoAF.
Furthermore, Munger et al. found that obesity was associated with a shorter effective re-
fractory period (ERP) in the LA, proximal, and distal PV in 63 patients with AF undergoing
catheter ablation. In our study, we found that obese patients had a higher incidence of
EPOAF. Multivariate analysis showed that a 1.064 unit increase in BMI resulted in a higher
incidence of EPOAF (p = 0.037). Previous studies demonstrated that a 1-unit rise in BMI
increases the frequency of newly developed AF by 4% [83]. Comorbidities contributing
to the development of EPOAF also include the incidence of MVD, hypertension, and left
atrial enlargement [84]. By using high-resolution atrial epicardial mapping during SR,
Schram-Serban et al. demonstrated that the incidence of the conduction block in the entire
atria independently predicted the development of EPOAF. These findings suggest that
obesity-related heterogeneity in conduction plays an important role in the development of
EPOAF [6].
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3.5. Obesity, Voltage Abnormalities and Development of Early Post-Operative AF (EPOAF)

Atrial fibrosis is a feature in obesity-related structural remodelling. Prior studies
demonstrated relations between the histological evidence of increased atrial fibrosis and
the indirect evidence of reduced endocardial atrial potential voltages, though this relation-
ship remains controversial [85,86]. Obesity is associated with hypoxia of the expanding
adipose tissue resulting in adipose tissue fibrosis and production of various adipo-cytokines,
including the TGFβ family [87]. The combination of increased epicardial adiposity, atrial
fibrosis, and altered three-dimensional atrial architecture could be pro-fibrillatory with
an increased likelihood of conduction heterogeneity that may play a role in initiation and
perpetuation of atrial tachyarrhythmias such as AF [85]. Schram-Serban et al. performed
high resolution and density mapping of the atria and found that the percentage of unipo-
lar low-voltage potentials was independently associated with the development of early
post-operative AF. The author would not abbreviate this in obese patients [38]. The study
also showed a correlation between the incidence of unipolar low-voltage potentials and the
percentage of the conduction block in the entire atria [38], suggesting that the correlation
between these two electrophysiological parameters could explain the higher risk of early
post-operative AF development in obese patients.

3.6. Reversibility of Obesity-Induced Electropathology

Experimental studies have shown that atrial electropathology is reversible with weight
loss [88]. In an obesity sheep model, Mahajan et al. demonstrated that a 30% reduction
in weight resulted in a significantly lower total body fat, LA pressure, inflammation,
endothelin-B receptor expression, and atrial fibrosis [88]. Consequently, an increased effec-
tive refractory period, improved conduction velocity, decreased conduction heterogeneity,
and reduced AF inducibility were observed [88].

4. Conclusions

Obesity may predispose to a higher incidence and extensiveness of atrial electrophys-
iological abnormalities, increasing the risk for the development of AF. Obesity-related
atrial electropathology consists of an increase in the slowing of the conduction, conduction
block, low-voltage areas, and complex fractionated electrograms. Further prospective
studies are mandatory [6] to (1) determine the impact of obesity-induced atrial electrical
abnormalities on the long-term clinical outcome and (2) investigate whether obesity-related
atrial electropathology is reversible with weight management [88].
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